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Abstract

The influence of a reduced Greenland ice sheet (GrIS) on Greenland’s surface climate
during the Eemian interglacial is studied using a comprehensive climate model. We find
a distinct impact of changes in the GrIS topography on Greenland’s surface air temper-
atures (SAT) even when correcting for changes in surface elevation which influences5

SAT through the lapse rate effect. The resulting lapse rate corrected SAT anomalies are
thermodynamically driven by changes in the local surface energy balance rather than
dynamically caused through anomalous advection of warm/cold air masses. The large-
scale circulation is indeed very stable among all sensitivity experiments and the NH
flow pattern does not depend on Greenland’s topography in the Eemian. In contrast,10

Greenland’s surface energy balance is clearly influenced by changes in the GrIS topog-
raphy and this impact is seasonally diverse. In winter, the variable reacting strongest
to changes in the topography is the sensible heat flux (SHFLX). The reason is its de-
pendence on surface winds, which themselves are controlled to a large extent by the
shape of the GrIS. Hence, regions where a receding GrIS causes higher surface wind15

velocities also experience anomalous warming through SHFLX. Vice-versa, regions
that become flat and ice-free are characterized by low wind speeds, low SHFLX and
anomalous cold winter temperatures. In summer, we find surface warming induced by
a decrease in surface albedo in deglaciated areas and regions which experience sur-
face melting. The Eemian temperature records derived from Greenland proxies, thus,20

likely include a temperature signal arising from changes in the GrIS topography. For the
NEEM ice core site, our model suggests that up to 3.2 ◦C of the annual mean Eemian
warming can be attributed to these topography-related processes and hence is not
necessarily linked to large-scale climate variations.
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1 Introduction

The Greenland ice sheet (GrIS) is a valuable archive of paleoclimate data, which can
be accessed by drilling ice cores. Stable isotopes in the ice matrix (δ18Oice, δDice) and
in the air enclosed (δ15Nair) are used to reconstruct past temperatures (Dahl-Jensen
et al., 2013; Kindler et al., 2013; Jouzel et al., 2007) over the age range of the ice5

core, i.e., up to 130 thousand years for the deep Greenland ice cores. Thus, Green-
land temperature records from ice cores (e.g., Johnsen et al., 2001, and references
therein) are able to cover the present interglacial (the Holocene), the last glacial, and in
case of the NEEM core (Dahl-Jensen et al., 2013) even the last interglacial period (the
Eemian). In order to interpret reconstructed Greenland temperatures correctly and to10

distinguish between local and global signals a thorough knowledge of Greenland’s cli-
mate is required. The complex topography with steep slopes along the ice margins and
a relatively flat, high-elevated inland plateau causes a diverse local surface climate.
The high altitude and the highly reflective ice surface in central Greenland ensure very
cold and dry conditions throughout the year, whereas temperatures in coastal regions15

are more moderate and passing cyclones generate high precipitation that mainly falls
orographically induced over the coastal slopes.

As Greenland’s climate is closely tied to its ice sheet any change in the GrIS topog-
raphy will also interact with the local climate. The last time in the past when the GrIS is
known to have been significantly reduced was during the Eemian interglacial (ca. 130–20

116 ka). This interglacial was characterized by stronger summer insolation and warmer
conditions in the high latitudes of both hemispheres compared to the pre-industrial con-
ditions whereas greenhouse gas (GHG) concentrations were on a comparable level.
Nevertheless, the warming induced by the orbital forcing led to significant melting of
the ice sheets. Coral reef data suggest that the sea level was likely between 4 to 9 m25

higher than today (Overpeck et al., 2006; Kopp et al., 2009). This sea level rise needs
considerable contributions from both, the Greenland and the Antarctic ice sheet. Thus,
a number of ice sheet modeling studies have investigated the response of the GrIS
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to Eemian climate conditions using different approaches (Cuffey and Marshall, 2000;
Otto-Bliesner et al., 2006; Robinson et al., 2011; Born and Nisancioglu, 2012; Stone
et al., 2013; Helsen et al., 2013). The results show that reconstructed contributions of
the GrIS to the sea level high stand cover a wide range between almost none to over
5 m of sea level rise, which corresponds to a loss of up to 80 % of the present-day GrIS5

volume.
Any substantial melting of the GrIS will change Greenland’s topography and surface

conditions. Consequently, a significantly reduced Eemian GrIS likely has an effect on
climate, which will be referred to as the GrIS sensitivity throughout this paper. The
strongest sensitivity is expected on Greenland’s local surface climate. However, due to10

its massive height (over 3200 m) and extent (over 2600 km meridionally and 1000 km
zonally) Greenland is also known to impact the atmospheric flow on both the synoptic
and planetary scale (Kristjansson and McInnes, 1999; Petersen et al., 2004). Thus,
substantial melting of the GrIS is expected to have an influence on the NH atmospheric
flow and, thus, might also impact downstream areas, such as Europe. Previous stud-15

ies investigating the sensitivity to changes in the GrIS topography have mainly used
present or pre-industrial climate conditions and idealized GrIS configurations. Thereby,
Greenland’s topography was either set to be flat (Petersen et al., 2004; Junge et al.,
2005; Kristjansson et al., 2009), equal to bedrock (Toniazzo et al., 2004; Lunt et al.,
2004) or multiplied by a scaling factor (Kristjansson and McInnes, 1999; Hakuba et al.,20

2012). Whereas most of these studies are based on atmospheric model simulations,
Lunt et al. (2004) used a fully coupled model to investigate feedback mechanisms with
other components of the climate system such as NH sea-ice. Concerning GrIS melting
during the Eemian, a recent study by Bakker et al. (2012) investigated the sensitivity
of the North Atlantic climate to an idealized GrIS reduction and meltwater pulses using25

an earth system model of intermediate complexity.
In this study, we analyse the impact of a reduced GrIS on the Eemian climate using

the atmospheric (and land) component of a high-resolution climate model. In contrast
to the approach with an idealized reduction of the GrIS, we implement GrIS masks as
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simulated for the Eemian climate in two recent ice sheet modeling efforts which are
constrained by present and paleo information (Robinson et al., 2011; Born and Nisan-
cioglu, 2012). With the inclusion of these somewhat more realistic realizations of the
GrIS, the simulations allow us to quantify the impact of a reduced GrIS on Greenland’s
Eemian climate. The results of this study, hence, will be a valuable addition to the state-5

of-art Eemian modeling studies (e.g., Bakker et al., 2013), which neglect the effect of
a reduced GrIS. Furthermore, our study contributes to the interpretation of temperature
records for the Eemian based on proxy-data such as the NEEM record (Dahl-Jensen
et al., 2013).

In particular, the question to which extend the remarkable 8±4 ◦C warming at NEEM10

for the Eemian can be interpreted as a large-scale temperature signal or whether small
scale processes are important is investigated. In order to answer this question we
study in detail the ice sheet sensitivity effect on Greenland surface temperature and
the underlying processes. In contrast, the topography effect on Greenland’s surface
mass balance, is beyond the scope of this paper and will be addressed elsewhere.15

The manuscript is structured as follows: in Sect. 2 we describe the experimental
setup and the implemented ice sheets. In Sects. 3–5 we present the GrIS sensitivity
effect on Greenland’s temperature, atmospheric circulation and the surface energy bal-
ance. Section 6 discusses the implications of the key processes, which lead to a differ-
ent Eemian temperature signal at various Greenland ice core sites related to changes20

in the Greenland topographies. Finally, conclusions are presented in Sect. 7.

2 Model setup and simulations

We use the Community Climate System Model (version 4, CCSM4) developed at the
National Center for Atmospheric Research (Gent et al., 2011). All simulations are per-
formed with the CCSM4 atmosphere-land-only setup, also known as AMIP-type simu-25

lations. The model setup couples the Community Atmosphere Model version 4 (CAM4,
Neale et al., 2013) with the Community Land Model version 4 (CLM4, Oleson et al.,
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2010). The Community Ice CodE version 4 (CICE4, Hunke and Lipscomb, 2008), is
used in the thermodynamic-only mode so sea ice concentration fields are prescribed
but surface fluxes are computed by taking into account snow depth, albedo and surface
temperature over the ice using one-dimensional thermodynamics. Over the oceans,
monthly sea surface temperatures (SST) are prescribed as lower boundary conditions.5

The horizontal resolution of 0.9◦×1.25◦ (equal to a grid cell size of 100km×50 km res-
olution at 70◦ N) in all components allows an analysis of regional climate features. The
vertical resolution in the atmosphere is 26 layers. A model evaluation of this CCSM4
atmosphere-land-only setup is presented in Evans et al. (2013), denoted as CAM-FV
simulation therein. An evaluation of CAM4 for present-day climate is further provided10

in Neale et al. (2013).

2.1 Experiments

A set of so-called time-slice simulations is performed where all external forcing factors
are held constant throughout the simulations. A pre-industrial (PI) simulation with per-
petual 1850 AD conditions is used as reference simulation for the paleo simulations15

since it describes the present climate without perturbation by human activities. This
PI simulation has previously been used and described in Merz et al. (2013). More-
over, five Eemian (referred to as EEM) time-slice simulations with perpetual 125 ka
conditions but different GrIS implementations are conducted: EEMpd with present-day
GrIS, EEMr1 with a moderately retreated GrIS from Robinson et al. (2011), EEMr2 with20

a strongly retreated GrIS from Robinson et al. (2011), EEMr3 with the same GrIS mask
as EEMr2 but without the South Dome, and EEMr4 with the simulated Eemian GrIS
from Born and Nisancioglu (2012).

Eemian climate signals attributed to the orbital forcing are calculated as EEMpd-PI
and are briefly described in Sect. 2.3. The EEMpd simulation is further used as refer-25

ence simulation to compare with the four GrIS sensitivity simulations (EEMr1-EEMr4).
More details of the different ice sheet configurations in the EEM experiments are pro-
vided in Sect. 2.4. A general overview of all simulations and the external forcing factors
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is also given in Table 1. Note that each simulation is conducted for 33 model years and
that the analysis is based on the last 30 yr of each simulation.

2.2 Boundary conditions

The implemented boundary conditions are as follows: all monthly-mean sea-surface
temperature (SST) and sea ice fields used as time-varying lower boundary conditions5

are obtained from corresponding simulations with the fully-coupled CCSM3. These
simulations are conducted with the low-resolution CCSM3 (Yeager et al., 2006) model
version. For the PI simulation we use output of a control 1850 AD simulation by Merkel
et al. (2010) and for the Eemian simulations we take 33 yr output at around 125 ka
from a transient (130–115 ka) orbitally accelerated Eemian simulation (CCSM3 run in10

Bakker et al., 2013). With this setup we account for the different states of the ocean and
sea ice cover during the different climate periods. However, since the CCSM3 simula-
tions are run in a low-resolution setup we partly inherit model biases from CCSM3, the
most prominent being a too excessive NH sea ice cover and a too cold North Atlantic
ocean for present-day conditions. Since these biases apply to all simulations, they do15

not directly impact the anomalous fields shown in this study and are not expected to
critically influence the results. The Eemian solar insolation is calculated with orbital
parameters set to 125 ka levels using Berger (1978). The greenhouse gas (GHG) con-
centrations are set according to the PMIP protocol and listed in Table 1. The Eemian
GHG levels in our time-slice simulations are chosen to be consistent with the Eemian20

CCSM3 simulation which provides the SST and sea-ice fields.

2.3 Orbital forcing response

The EEMpd simulation with present-day GrIS is regarded as the baseline Eemian cli-
mate simulation. Compared to PI, EEMpd particularly differs with respect to the im-
plemented orbital parameters and the surface boundary conditions, i.e. SST and sea25

ice cover. In contrast, GHG levels are comparable to PI (Table 1) and the other forcing
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parameters are unchanged. Hence the Eemian climate in EEMpd is dominated by the
Milankovitch forcing, which includes a larger obliquity and summer solstice closer to
perihelion for the Eemian compared to pre-industrial values. This results in stronger
NH insolation during summer, particularly in the high latitudes. NH winter insolation
is decreased so the NH Eemian climate exhibits an enhanced seasonal cycle similar5

but even more pronounced than the climate of the mid-Holocene (Fischer and Jung-
claus, 2010). The enhanced seasonality translates into surface air temperature (SAT)
anomalies (see shading in Fig. 1). Consequently, the EEMpd-PI NH winter tempera-
tures show a widespread cooling. Vice-versa, NH summer temperatures in the EEMpd
simulation are clearly higher than in PI, particularly over continental regions. Regard-10

ing Greenland, EEMpd simulates a rather uniform 2–4 ◦C summer warming compared
to PI induced by the large increase in summer insolation. In contrast, due to its high
latitudinal position, Greenland is hardly affected by the reduction in winter insolation
so the EEMpd DJF temperatures are moderately colder but not significantly different
from PI. Concerning the large-scale circulation, the EEMpd-PI orbital forcing leads to15

a weakening of the meridional pressure gradient during NH winters (see contours in
Fig. 1), significantly slowing down the westerly flow towards Greenland. During sum-
mer, the extensive warming leads to a widespread decrease in SLP and the anomaly
pattern over the North Atlantic shows rather an enhancement of the westerly flow to-
wards Greenland. However, these circulation changes do not seem to be of importance20

for explaining the EEMpd-PI Greenland SAT differences and the flow anomalies evoked
by the orbital forcing do not change Greenland’s spatial temperature pattern. Note that
the large-scale climate simulated in EEMpd overall matches very closely the Eemian
CCSM3 simulation by Nikolova et al. (2013) and interested readers are referred to their
paper for more details concerning the impact of the Eemian orbital forcing.25

2.4 Eemian Greenland ice sheets

The Eemian sea-level estimates by coral reefs provide no information about how much
of the sea-level rise can be attributed to melting of the GrIS. On Greenland itself, air
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content measurements from the ice cores of the Summit region (GISP2, GRIP, NGRIP)
indicate that the Eemian surface elevation are no more than a few hundred meters
lower than present-day (Raynaud et al., 1997) as it is the case for the most recent
Greenland ice core (NEEM, Dahl-Jensen et al., 2013). In contrast, Eemian ice from the
Camp Century (CC) and DYE3 ice cores indicates a substantial lowering of the surface5

elevation at these sites. The existence of Eemian ice of DYE3 (and the Southern Dome)
was questioned by Alley et al. (2010) though recent results by Colville et al. (2011)
and Willerslev et al. (2007) support the persistence of the South Dome throughout the
last interglacial. However, due to scarcity of proxy archives close to the GrIS margins,
there is very limited information about the actual Eemian GrIS topography. Thus, the10

actual shape and extent of the Eemian GrIS is not sufficiently known and can only
be estimated through ice sheet modeling efforts leading to a remarkable variety of
simulated Eemian GrIS masks. Cuffey and Marshall (2000) and Otto-Bliesner et al.
(2006) found strong melting in Southern Greenland whereas Robinson et al. (2011)
simulate strong melting in West and North Greenland. Again, Born and Nisancioglu15

(2012) found a strong retreat of northeastern GrIS. However, as the paleo ice sheets
are weakly constrained due to the limited amount of data available, it is difficult to judge
which of the proposed Eemian GrIS is most likely. Hence, for this study we implement
a set of different plausible GrIS ice sheet masks and test their influence on the local
surface climate.20

The positions of the ice sheet margins in the five different GrIS implemented in
our Eemian experiments are shown in Fig. 2. Compared with the reference simula-
tion with the present-day GrIS (EEMpd) all perturbed experiments (EEMr1-EEMr4) in-
clude a smaller ice sheet in terms of area covered. In EEMr1 the GrIS has moderately
retreated from the west in northwestern and central-western Greenland so that CC25

is newly located at the ice-sheet margin. EEMr2 includes a strong melting scenario
where the North Dome has strongly retreated resulting in ice-free conditions through-
out northern Greenland (including CC) so that the position of NEEM is located at the
ice-sheet margin. Note that the Eemian ice found in the NEEM ice core is suggested
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in Dahl-Jensen et al. (2013) to be originally deposited at pNEEM (red dot in Fig. 2),
a location much closer to the summit area and NGRIP (Dahl-Jensen et al., 2013).
Consequently, partially deglaciated conditions during the Eemian at NEEM as used in
EEMr2, do not contradict the Eemian ice found in the NEEM core. Further, EEMr2 in-
cludes a South Dome which is not connected to the North Dome, The EEMr3 simulation5

includes the same North Dome as EEMr2 but in addition any South Dome ice (includ-
ing DYE3) is artificially removed to account for the possibility that southern Greenland
was ice free as indicated by Alley et al. (2010). The EEMr4 simulation includes an GrIS
which has retreated from the northeast leaving the northwestern ice core sites (e.g.,
CC and NEEM) ice-covered. In EEMr4 the saddle between the North and the South10

Dome still exists but has been narrowed by retreats in central-western Greenland. Note
that despite the 1◦ resolution the complex topography at the margins (e.g., the fjords)
are not well resolved so the climate in these areas should be treated with caution. As
one consequence the small Renland ice dome in eastern Greenland (indicated as REN
in Fig. 2), where a deep ice core has been recovered, is not well resolved in the model15

and thus will not be further analyzed.
Besides the change in Greenland surface conditions (ice covered vs. ice-free), the

Eemian melting of the GrIS implemented in the EEMr1-EEMr4 simulations also results
in a widespread lowering of the surface elevation compared to present-day (Fig. 3).
In EEMr1 the melting from the western margin results in a moderate lowering of the20

western half of Greenland. The pronounced GrIS retreat in EEMr2 and EEMr3 results
in a strong lowering of Greenland’s surface, particularly in the areas where the ice is
completely removed, i.e., northern and central-western Greenland as well as southern
Greenland in EEMr3. A reduction in surface elevation also occurs in the summit region.
Thus, all deep ice core sites are located at a lower elevation than in EEMpd. Note also25

that in EEMr1, EEMr2 and EEMr3 eastern Greenland has higher surface elevations
than EEMpd. This is caused by the fact that Robinson et al. (2011) performed transient
simulations covering the last two glacial cycles and the Eemian GrIS is simulated to be
thicker than present-day in eastern Greenland before the Eemian interglacial period.
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In EEMr4, there is a strong decline in surface elevation in northeastern and central-
western Greenland, where all the ice has melted, whereas the summit area almost
remains at present-day elevation.

We use the following methodology regarding the implementation of the perturbed
ice sheets (EEMr1 to EEMr4): in all experiments, we adapt the surface elevation (used5

by the atmospheric model), the ice sheet thickness and the surface type (both used in
the land component). Therefore, we calculate the differences between the Eemian and
present state within the ice sheet model output, interpolate it to our model grid and add
it to the CCSM4 present-day surface elevation. As an example, deglaciated surfaces
are set to bedrock elevation and their surface characteristics are set to Arctic tundra.10

In contrast, the shorelines are unchanged in all experiments as the influence of the
Eemian sea-level high stand is assumed to be of negligible amplitude. Note that the
implemented surface elevation changes have taken into account the isostatic rebound
effect. It is also noteworthy, that the present-day GrIS used in CCSM4 rather underesti-
mates the Greenland elevations with respect to the real world. Thus, the implemented15

GrIS is rather too flat, particularly in coastal areas where resolving the complex fjords
and valleys is a common issue in virtually all global climate models.

3 Eemian temperature sensitivity

The reductions of the GrIS in the simulations EEMr1-EEMr4 are substantial both in
terms of ice sheet height and area covered as outlined in Sect. 2.4. However, on20

a hemispheric scale, the implementation of these ice sheets does not lead to a sig-
nificant response in any climate field (not shown). In contrast, the local changes in
Greenland’s surface elevation and ice cover have distinct impact on Greenland’s sur-
face climate, particularly on SAT, which is shown in Fig. 4.

The most striking features of the SAT response to GrIS changes are the spatial vari-25

ability and its distinct seasonality. The SAT anomalies caused by changes in the GrIS
topography over Greenland itself are of large amplitude. For example, in some newly
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deglaciated near-coast areas in northern Greenland we find a strong winter cooling
of over 12 ◦C whereas in the same or adjacent inland areas we find a 12 ◦C warm-
ing during summer. This unexpected result will be discussed in detail below. Outside
of Greenland the simulations exhibit rather moderate temperature changes, the most
prominent being a widespread winter warming over most of the surrounding ocean5

and sea-ice areas, e.g., Baffin Bay and Denmark Strait. The temperature changes over
Greenland are clearly shaped by the implemented GrIS topographies and some dis-
tinct features seem to be straight-forward to explain, e.g., the strong summer warming
in areas, which become ice-free, can be related to increased albedo, whereas other
features as the distinct winter cooling in some coastal areas are rather puzzling and10

are studied in more detail below.

3.1 The elevation effect

As Greenland’s surface elevation is not identical in the perturbed simulations (e.g.,
EEMr1) compared to the reference simulation (EEMpd), local changes in the surface
temperature have two potential types of origins: the effect related to a local change15

in surface elevation and the effect due to a change in local climate, respectively. The
elevation effect alters SAT approximately with −Γ×∆z where Γ is the free atmospheric
lapse rate and ∆z is the change in surface elevation. For each simulation and Green-
land grid point we calculate the mid-tropospheric lapse rate Γ from the local vertical
temperature profile. The resulting values for Γ are in all cases close to the normal at-20

mospheric conditions of 0.65 ◦C per 100 m. As the elevation changes in the sensitivity
experiments cover a range of about −2000 m to +750 m, the elevation effect locally
accounts for temperature anomalies ranging from about +13 ◦C to −5 ◦C (Fig. 3). How-
ever, if the elevation effect was the only important process for the simulated Greenland
SAT sensitivity, the anomalies in Fig. 4 should scale with the elevation anomalies ob-25

served in Fig. 3, i.e., all areas with lower (higher) surface elevation should experience
a local warming (cooling). However, the comparison of Figs. 3 and 4 shows that this is
obviously not the case and moreover the SAT sensitivity in Fig. 4 shows very different
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signals during the winter (DJF) and the summer (JJA) season. The distinct seasonality
can definitely not be explained with a change in surface elevation and, consequently,
the “climate effect” has to be of considerable magnitude.

3.2 The climate effect

To quantify the SAT sensitivity associated with this climate effect we calculate the lapse5

rate corrected SAT anomalies. In doing so we subtract the elevation-related tempera-
ture effect (−Γ×∆z, shown with red scale in Fig. 3) from the total temperature anoma-
lies found in Fig. 4 so we (virtually) bring all SAT values on Greenland’s present-day
surface elevation. The resulting lapse rate corrected SAT anomalies (Fig. 5) exhibits
very different signals for winter and summer climate confirming that the observed sea-10

sonality in SAT sensitivity in Fig. 4 has to be attributed to considerable changes in
Greenland surface climate.

The winter climate response to changes in the ice sheet topography is spatially very
diverse. We find a distinct cooling (at some locations up to −12 ◦C) in areas that become
flat and ice free whereas some areas located on the remaining ice dome are warmer.15

The strongest cooling is found at locations which were originally located on the steep
slopes (e.g., the CC ice core site in EEMr2) but are in a flat terrain outside of the GrIS
in the sensitivity experiment. Regions, which are newly placed in the proximity of the
ice sheet margin instead of a relatively flat location on the ice dome (e.g., pNEEM in
EEMr2), reversely, are warmer than in the reference simulation. Thus, the local terrain20

and the position on the ice sheet (margin vs. dome) seem to have locally a crucial
impact on Greenland’s winter lapse rate corrected temperatures.

The summer climate response is dominated by a widespread warming in the newly
deglaciated areas. In some regions a moderate but significant warming also occurs on
the remaining ice-sheet, mostly in locations with rather low-elevation and positioned25

close to the margin (e.g., CC in EEMr4). However, if the ice dome remains of re-
markable size (as in EEMr1) the high-elevation locations on the ice dome (e.g., all
ice cores in the summit area) experience no significant temperature change. Somehow
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surprisingly, the removal of the South Dome in EEMr3 does not result in a local summer
warming and at the south-western coast even a weak cooling is observed.

The considerable anomalies in lapse rate corrected SAT ask for distinct changes
in the processes governing Greenland’s surface climate. These processes can either
be of dynamical or thermodynamical nature. Changes in atmospheric dynamics, i.e.,5

a rearrangement in the atmospheric flow, could transport large amounts of cold/warm
air masses to a Greenland region. Alternatively, the temperature anomalies are related
to thermodynamical processes, i.e., changes in the surface heat fluxes due to changes
in surface properties or cloud cover, which then locally produce a temperature anomaly.
The complex spatial structure in the Greenland SAT anomalies and the fact that we do10

not find significant temperature changes outside of Greenland (Fig. 4) points to a crucial
role of thermodynamical processes which locally react to the altered topography and
surface conditions on Greenland itself. In the next two sections, we present in detail
the sensitivity of atmospheric circulation and the surface energy balance to changes in
the GrIS topography to assess their role for the distinct temperatures anomalies.15

4 Sensitivity of atmospheric circulation

4.1 Atmospheric circulation in EEMpd

The winter large-scale circulation in EEMpd in terms of sea-level pressure (SLP) is
dominated by the Icelandic low which is centered southeast of Greenland (see DJF
shading in Fig. 6). The cyclonic winds associated with the low pressure system pro-20

duce strong onshore winds striking Greenland’s south-eastern coast making this re-
gion the wettest all over Greenland (not shown). Over Greenland itself, the very cold
temperatures over the ice dome favor a high pressure system, known as the Green-
land anticyclone (Hobbs, 1945). Thus, the air masses in the lower troposphere over
Greenland encircle the GrIS clockwise, which can be observed in the surface wind25

field (Fig. 7 top left). The strongest surface winds are found over the steep margins of
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the GrIS, where the winds are accelerated downslope. This air flow of cold air masses
descending from the high elevated ice sheet are also known as katabatic winds. The
katabatic force which is responsible for these downslope winds is driven by gravity but
also by the pressure gradient between the very cold ice dome and the relatively warmer
regions located at the ice sheet margins. In agreement with Steffen and Box (2001) we5

find that these katabatic winds dominate the low-level wind regime over the GrIS in our
model. The mean surface winds, thus, result in a clear outflow of air from Greenland
whereby the downslope winds are deflected to the right due to the Coriolis force. The
surface winds during winter are particularly strong in north-western Greenland where
the pressure gradient resulting from the low-pressure system over the Baffin Bay coin-10

cides with the katabatic force (Heinemann and Klein, 2002).
During summer the large-scale circulation in EEMpd exhibits a much weaker pres-

sure pattern (see JJA shading in Fig. 6) generally resulting in a slower atmospheric
circulation compared to the winter season. The SLP distribution in the NH mid- and
high-latitudes results in westerly flow across the North Atlantic. The low pressure sys-15

tem over northeast Canada and the Baffin Bay enhance the westerly onshore flow to-
wards Greenland. As in winter, over Greenland itself the surface winds are deflected in
the Greenland anticyclone resulting in northward (southward) flow in western (eastern)
Greenland (Fig. 7). Also the Greenland surface wind velocities in summer are generally
lower than in winter, which can be attributed to the strength in the katabatic forcing (Et-20

tema et al., 2010), as in winter strong radiative cooling over the high elevated ice dome
result in a larger amount of cold dense air masses which are accelerated downslope.
Overall, the observed local and large-scale circulation in terms of SLP and surface
winds for EEMpd are in good agreement with previous studies describing the present
atmospheric flow over and around Greenland based on observations (Steffen and Box,25

2001; Heinemann and Klein, 2002) or climate models (Ettema et al., 2010; Hakuba
et al., 2012).
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4.2 Atmospheric circulation with reduced GrIS

The SLP field across the North Atlantic during both, the winter and summer sea-
sons, exhibit a high degree of consistency throughout the sensitivity experiments. This
means, that there is no pronounced rearrangement of the large-scale flow induced by
any of the implemented ice sheets. During winter, the sensitivity effect associated with5

a reduced GrIS generally leads to a weak strengthening of the Icelandic low (shown
for the most drastic GrIS reduction, i.e. EEMr3, as contour lines in Fig. 6), however,
these anomalies are not significant. For EEMr3 we find some significant lowering of
SLP over the Baffin Bay but the anomaly is of moderate amplitude. Previous sensitivity
studies showed that a substantial flattening or even a complete removal of the GrIS10

eventually result in a significantly weaker Icelandic low (Petersen et al., 2004; Hakuba
et al., 2012) as the formation of the “lee cyclone” downstream of South Greenland is
reduced. In our simulations, even in EEMr3 excluding South Dome ice completely, this
is not observed.

In summer, the SLP pattern ensuring a westerly flow towards Greenland and across15

the North Atlantic remains unchanged in all sensitivity simulations (not shown). As in
winter, there is a small but significant SLP decrease over the Baffin Bay in EEMr3
compared to EEMpd (see contours in Fig. 6). Additionally, a reduced GrIS also re-
sults in a SLP decrease over Europe weakening the meridional pressure gradient and
slightly lowering the westerly wind strength downstream of Greenland. Besides SLP,20

the atmospheric flow is further investigated in terms of other fields (winds, geopotential
height etc.) across the whole NH troposphere. However, there are no major changes
in any of these fields and at any level outside of Greenland itself suggesting that the
NH atmospheric planetary flow is robust against the implemented changes in the GrIS
topography.25

In contrast to the large-scale flow, the low-level winds over Greenland react very
sensitively to changes in the GrIS topography (Fig. 7). In both seasons of all experi-
ments we find the anticyclonic flow around the cold ice dome, however, in the perturbed
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experiments where the GrIS extent is reduced, the Greenland anticyclone becomes
smaller as well and the wind velocities decrease. In the EEMr2 experiment, where
we implement separated North and South Domes (Fig. 2), we observe an anticyclone
above each of the ice domes. In addition, the area of strongest surface winds follows
the ice sheet margin (e.g., compare EEMpd and EEMr3 in Fig. 7) since the steep5

slopes have the largest katabatic potential (Heinemann and Klein, 2002). In contrast,
the areas which become flat and ice-free (e.g. North Greenland in EEMr2) experi-
ence a drastic reduction in surface wind speed. In some North Greenland regions in
EEMr2, EEMr3 and EEMr4 the local wind vectors over the flat terrain even suggest an
inflow of air masses from the Arctic ocean contrary to the typical outflow as found for10

EEMpd. Consequently, these ice-free areas are not anymore influenced by the Green-
land anticyclone and the katabatic flow. Hence, some of the Greenland regions with
the strongest surface winds in EEMpd (e.g. in north-western Greenland) become ar-
eas with the lowest mean wind speed of all Greenland during all seasons. As we will
discuss in detail in Sects. 5 and 6, these major changes in surface winds also affect15

the local turbulent heat fluxes.
The slowdown of the katabatic flow in the deglaciated regions is caused by three

reasons: (1) the absence of surface slope in the flat terrain, (2) a decrease in the
katabatic force as over the deglaciated area a pool of cold air forms that weakens
the temperature and pressure gradient between ice dome and ice-free areas, and (3)20

an increase in surface friction. The latter is particularly relevant during summer when
we observe an impact of the surface type change as the surface roughness of tundra
is higher than ice. In winter, this increase in surface roughness is negligible as an
extensive snow cover all over Greenland (both tundra and ice) results in similar friction
conditions. However, we find that the katabatic wind system dissipates after crossing25

the GrIS margins during all seasons. This is in agreement with Ettema et al. (2010),
who found the same wind speed characteristics over present-day ice-free Greenland
areas in a regional climate model.
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The influence of the Greenland topography on the low-level winds is very local. Out-
side of Greenland we do not find strong changes of the low-level wind field as the local
boundary conditions, i.e., sea-ice cover and SSTs, in the ocean areas surrounding
Greenland are the same in all EEM simulations (Fig. 7). Over Greenland we observe
a distinct signal in the local winds throughout the lower troposphere, namely between5

the surface and the 6th model level (approx. 700 hPa). Across these levels the wind
anomalies associated with changes in the GrIS topography are mostly uniform i.e.,
showing the slow down of the Greenland anticyclone all over the lower troposphere. As
expected, the changes in the local topography most distinctly translate in wind anoma-
lies at the lowest levels, whereas with increasing height the adaption of the wind field10

to the reduced GrIS is smaller. In the mid- and upper troposphere (above 500 hPa), the
influence of Greenland’s topography on the atmospheric flow is negligible, e.g., there is
no formation of a Greenland anticyclone at these levels. The mid- and upper-level flow
is shaped by the large-scale geopotential pattern which is observed to be insensitive
to changes in the GrIS topography (not shown).15

As we do not find a major effect of the GrIS topography on the large-scale atmo-
spheric circulation, a dynamical forcing of the distinct Greenland lapse rate corrected
temperature anomalies found in the sensitivity experiments (as seen in Fig. 5) can
be ruled out. This is confirmed by a comparison with SLP and SAT anomalies in-
voked by the orbital forcing (described in Sect. 2.3). For EEMpd-PI (Fig. 1) we find20

stronger changes in the large-scale flow than in any of the sensitivity experiments but
no corresponding changes in the Greenland temperature pattern. Consequently it is
very unlikely that the minor SLP anomalies in the ice sheet sensitivity experiments
account for the strong local temperature anomalies over Greenland. Support comes
also from Lunt et al. (2004) who found that large-scale circulation changes in their “no-25

Greenland-simulation”, a scenario much stronger than our perturbed experiments, are
not important for the changes in Greenland SAT during both, the winter and summer
season.
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5 Sensitivity of Greenland’s surface energy balance

The surface energy balance is an important driver of surface temperature on the GrIS.
The corresponding surface heat fluxes are compared for two ice core sites, CC and
pNEEM (shown in Fig. 2). To this end we average the heat fluxes over the 3×3 grid
points which are located closest to the corresponding ice core site. CC is representative5

for a Greenland location relatively close to the present-day ice sheet margin which
becomes deglaciated in some sensitivity simulations. In detail, the percentage of the
grid cells taken as CC are covered by land ice to 90 % in EEMpd, 25 % in EEMr1, 0 %
in EEMr2 and EEMr3 and 33 % in EEMr4. In contrast, pNEEM is representative for an
ice core located on the high plateau and remaining completely glaciated throughout all10

Eemian simulations.
The simulated sensitivity of the annual cycles in surface heat fluxes at these two ice

core sites is shown in Fig. 8. We thereby quantify the different heat flux components,
namely net downward shortwave (SWnet), net downward longwave (LWnet), sensible
heat (SHFLX) and latent heat (LHFLX) in the Eemian simulations. Note that EEMr315

is not included in Fig. 8 as it shows an almost identical response of the surface heat
fluxes as EEMr2 because both simulations have the same GrIS topography and surface
conditions at CC and pNEEM. Note that the representation of the surface turbulent
fluxes of momentum, water, and sensible heat are obtained using bulk formulas in
CAM4.20

5.1 Surface heat fluxes in EEMpd

The surface heat fluxes in EEMpd (black line in Fig. 8) show similar values for CC and
pNEEM as both ice core sites are located on the present-day GrIS. The bright surface
of the GrIS has a high albedo and, hence, reflects a substantial part of the incoming
shortwave (SW) radiation. The high latitudinal position of Greenland further leads to25

the distinct seasonal cycle in SWnet. Both ice core sites constantly lose heat through
LWnet and this heat loss surpasses the absorption of SW radiation so the net surface
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radiation balance is negative on annual average. Particularly in winter during the ab-
sence of sunlight, the longwave (LW) heat loss dominates, leading to a strong cooling
of Greenland’s surface and resulting in a very stable stratification of the atmospheric
boundary layer (Hoch et al., 2007). Accordingly, we find a distinct inversion layer above
both ice cores sites during the winter months (not shown). Negative surface radiation5

has to be compensated by turbulent heat fluxes. As Greenland is marked by rather dry
conditions and little snowfall (which would result in a LHFLX signal) most of this heat
flux compensation is provided by sensible heat. The positive SHFLX for EEMpd at CC
and pNEEM indicates heating of the surface at the cost of a cooling in the atmospheric
boundary layer. The positive turbulent SHFLX is most effective in areas where high val-10

ues of turbulent momentum coincide with a heat deficit induced by the radiative cooling
(Ettema et al., 2010). Thus, the highest SHFLX is found during winter in the katabatic
wind zones, i.e., in the regions of the ice sheet margins, which is also in agreement
with SHFLX measurements by van den Broeke et al. (2005). As a consequence we
observe a stronger SHFLX at CC than at pNEEM in the EEMpd simulation. During the15

summer season, the larger energy input through SW radiation minimizes the radiative
surface cooling resulting in a smaller temperature deficit of the surface compared to
the overlying boundary layer (not shown). In addition, the surface winds during sum-
mer are slower compared to winter (Fig. 7) and hence SHFLX is clearly reduced during
the summer months at both ice core sites (Fig. 8).20

5.2 Surface heat fluxes with reduced GrIS

Comparing the surface heat fluxes at CC among the different Eemian simulations
(Fig. 8 top row) we find considerable sensitivity during all seasons. During the win-
ter months, there is a distinct response in LWnet and SHFLX to changes in the GrIS
topography. In contrast, the absence of solar insolation in polar winters (obviously in-25

dependent of the GrIS) keeps SWnet at zero levels in all simulations. Further, LHFLX
is negligibly small in winter as the cold and dry climate in all Eemian simulations does
not foster moist processes such as snow deposition or sublimation. In EEMr1 and even
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stronger in EEMr2 the SHFLX is strongly reduced compared to EEMpd, which is likely
coupled to the decrease in surface wind speed as CC is located at a flat, ice-free lo-
cation outside of the katabatic wind regime (see EEMr2 wind vectors in north-western
Greenland in Fig. 7). The absence of turbulence reduces the magnitude of the winter
SHFLX at CC from about 45 Wm−2 in EEMpd to approximately 30 Wm−2 in EEMr1 and5

to 20 Wm−2 in EEMr2, respectively. This likely leads to the strong local winter cooling
found in Fig. 5 and as result the surface at CC emits less heat through LW radiation in
EEMr1/EEMr2 than in EEMpd (LWnet in Fig. 8 top row). Comparing the downward and
upward component of LW radiation (not shown) it becomes clear that changes in LWnet
are dominated by changes in the upward component supporting our concept that the10

SHFLX is the driver of the winter temperature sensitivity rather than processes govern-
ing the downward LW radiation. In the EEMr4 simulation, CC is still located in the ice
sheet margin area subject to strong winds (see EEMr4 in Fig. 7). Consequently, there
is no substantial change in SHFLX, lapse rate corrected SAT and LWnet in EEMr4 with
respect to EEMpd. Note that a reduced surface wind speed and the associated surface15

cooling also leads to a substantial stabilization of the low-level atmosphere in form of
a strong thickening of the inversion layer (not shown).

Similar to CC the contributions of LHFLX and SWnet to the surface energy balance at
pNEEM (Fig. 8 bottom row) are negligible during the winter months. However, SHFLX
reacts to changes in the surface wind speed, which gets stronger in all perturbed EEM20

simulations as with a reduced GrIS pNEEM is located closer to the ice sheet slopes
(Fig. 3). The increased energy input into the surface through SHFLX is reflected in
a significant lapse rate corrected winter warming at pNEEM (Fig. 5). The surface en-
ergy budget is balanced as the warmer SAT leads to an increase in outgoing LWnet.
Complementary to the response at CC we identify a weakening of the winter inversion25

at pNEEM in the perturbed EEM simulations (not shown) as surface temperatures are
warmer and the enhanced wind turbulence favors vertical mixing.

The sensitivity at CC of the surface energy balance during the summer months
is dominated by strong changes in SWnet from the EEMpd levels (Fig. 8 top left).
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Whereas during spring and autumn, a mostly complete snow cover (not shown) is
hiding the surface changes associated with the (partial) deglaciation at CC, the rela-
tively dark Tundra surface is exposed to the atmosphere during the summer months
and leads to a substantial decrease in surface albedo between May and September.
As a result, we find a strong increase in SWnet radiation for the completely ice-free5

conditions in EEMr2 (and EEMr3), whereas the partially glaciated conditions in EEMr4
(33 % ice cover) and EEMr1 (25 % ice cover) lead to a more moderate increase in
SWnet. The additional energy input through increased SW absorption further leads
to a significant local summer warming (in EEMr1, EEMr2 and EEMr3) at CC (Fig. 5)
and also to changes in all other components of the surface energy balance. As di-10

rectly determined by the Stefan-Boltzmann law, the warmer surface temperatures lead
to stronger heat loss through LW radiation (see LWnet during summer months in Fig. 8
top row). Moreover, the additional energy input through SW radiation is further com-
pensated by increased heat loss through the turbulent fluxes. In EEMpd the cold ice
surface at CC results in an input of sensible heat from the atmospheric boundary layer15

even during the summer months. However, in EEMr1 and EEMr2 the surface warming
translates into a transition from positive (heat input towards the surface) to a negative
(heat loss of the surface) SHFLX. The heat loss by SHFLX comes along with an in-
crease in LHFLX. In EEMr1, EEMr2 and EEMr3 the warm summer conditions at CC
lead to a complete melting of the winter snow and all summer precipitation falls in form20

of rain instead of snow (not shown). Hence, these moist and warm conditions at an ice-
free CC foster heat loss through evaporation as displayed by the LHFLX. In addition,
the strong melting of snow in low, ice-free regions (such as CC) itself makes a contribu-
tion to the surface energy balance (not shown) as it consumes a considerable amount
of energy available from the strong SW input.25

On the remaining ice dome, illustrated for pNEEM, we observe much more moder-
ate sensitivity effects of the summer surface heat fluxes than at CC (Fig. 8). SWnet
is slightly increased in EEMr2 and EEMr4 compared to EEMpd during the summer
half-year coming along with a slight decrease in albedo (not shown). The origin of this
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albedo decrease is twofold. On one hand the cloud cover over pNEEM is decreased
in EEMr2 and EEMr4 (not shown), allowing more downward SW radiation to penetrate
through the atmosphere and to arrive at the surface. On the other hand, we find in-
creased snow melting during July and August at pNEEM in the sensitivity experiments
(not shown), which darkens the ice surface thereby contributing to the increase in SW5

absorption. The pNEEM surface in the simulations with a reduced GrIS also receives
increased energy input through downward SHFLX. This effect is analogous to the de-
scribed SHFLX changes during the winter months and closely tied to the increase in
surface wind speed as the pNEEM location is shifted towards the GrIS margin. The
additional energy input results in a surface warming, however, the lapse rate corrected10

summer warming at pNEEM is of smaller amplitude than during the winter. In order to
close the surface energy budget in the perturbed Eemian experiments, the warmer sur-
face temperatures at pNEEM result in increased emission of LW radiation throughout
the year, whereas the small heat loss through LHFLX remains approximately constant
among all sensitivity experiments. For EEMr3 the increase energy input through SWnet15

and SHFLX is also partly compensated by enhanced surface melting (not shown).
The sensitivity of the surface energy balance in a scenario with ice-free conditions

on Greenland has been previously tested by Toniazzo et al. (2004). Their simulated
response in surface heat fluxes to a complete removal of the GrIS is in good agreement
with our simulated response for ice-free conditions, e.g., as shown for EEMr2 at CC.20

This emphasizes that the results for an ice-free CC are at least partially representative
for all Greenland regions which became ice-free during the Eemian. Toniazzo et al.
(2004) also agree that deglaciated regions experience a stronger warming in summer
than in winter induced by the decrease in summer surface albedo. In contrast, they
do not discuss in detail the changes in winter SAT and their relation to the changes25

in winter surface heat fluxes. From our simulations it appears clear, that the spatially
diverse winter SAT changes related to the climate effect (shown in Fig. 5) have their
origin in changes of the local surface energy balance.
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6 Influence of GrIS topography on Eemian temperature at ice core sites

The sensitivity of Greenland’s climate to changes in the GrIS topography exhibits strong
spatial variability. Hence, two Eemian temperature reconstructions from two different
Greenland ice core locations likely include different topography-signals that are more
complex than a simple lapse rate correction for different elevation changes. Therefore,5

we show the dependence of the most important surface variables driving the local
lapse rate corrected SAT at the main deep ice core sites on the choice of the GrIS
topography. We compare the five deep ice core sites (CC, NEEM, NGRIP, GRIP and
DYE3) and the location pNEEM, the latter being particularly interesting as it can be
compared with the Eemian temperature reconstruction by Dahl-Jensen et al. (2013).10

Connecting these ice core sites, we construct a Greenland transect (Fig. 9d) which
largely follows the ice divide.

The profile of surface elevation (Fig. 9a) for the present-day GrIS in EEMpd shows
that the transect connects the large North Dome (peaking at GRIP) with the South
Dome (peaking near DYE3) through a high elevated ridge. The comparison of the15

EEMpd elevation with the measured elevation at the ice core sites in the real world,
indicated by black stars, shows that Greenland in CCSM4 is rather too flat (as indi-
cated in Sect. 2.4). As a consequence, the elevation of the margin near CC is only
1000 m in CCSM4 compared to 1885 m in the real-world. However, the EEMpd eleva-
tion at the other deep ice core sites matches the real elevation sufficiently well despite20

the underestimation of a few hundred meters.
The retreated ice sheets in EEMr1-EEMr4 generally result in lower elevations

throughout the transect (Fig. 9a). As the volume loss is strongest close to the mar-
gins, the ice sheet slopes are generally steeper and move inland towards the main
ice domes. The elevation of the summit area (region around GRIP) remains at high25

elevation (always above 2500 m) in all simulations. An additional major feature of the
retreated GrIS topographies is the substantial lowering of the ridge between GRIP and
DYE3, which creates longer and steeper slope areas in between.
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6.1 Winter mechanism

For Greenland winters we have suggested in Sect. 5 that the energy input through
SHFLX is crucial for the local winter SAT. As the SHFLX strongly depends on turbu-
lence in the boundary layer induced by low-level winds any changes in GrIS topography
adapting the surface wind field can result in a strong topography-driven temperature5

signal. Thus, the profiles of DJF surface wind speed (Fig. 9b) and SHFLX (Fig. 9c)
along the ice core transect indicate a clear relationship to the elevation profile shown
in Fig. 9a. As the surface winds depends on the slope, the DJF wind profile roughly
scales with the 1st derivative in surface elevation (compare Fig. 9a and b). Further,
the SHFLX is linearly related to turbulence, so an approximately linear relationship10

between the DJF wind and SHFLX profiles can be found (compare Fig. 9b and c).
In EEMpd, the long slope from the start of the transect up to the summit area around

GRIP is consequently accompanied with strong surface winds whereas in the flatter
summit area the wind velocities are lower. Further, the surface wind maxima and min-
ima approximately coincide with equivalents in SHFLX, i.e., a clear maxima in SHFLX15

near CC. Note that the magnitude of the SHFLX is not solely driven by the strength
of the turbulence but also depends on temperature difference between the surface
and the overlying air masses. Hence, the DJF wind speed and SHFLX profiles do not
completely correspond to each other and e.g., the damped EEMpd SHFLX minimum
around GRIP compared to distinct minimum in GRIP surface wind speed originates20

in a strong local temperature deficit of the surface air layers compared to the surface
temperature (not shown). This particularly strong temperature inversion above the GrIS
summit area fosters SHFLX despite the low local wind speed in EEMpd.

Comparing the profiles among the Eemian sensitivity simulations, we also find the
above–mentioned relationship between the position and strength of the surface slopes,25

the strength in surface wind and the amount of energy input into the surface through
SHFLX. For example, in EEMr1 (compared to EEMpd) the ice-sheet margin retreats
to CC, thus, the long slope is shifted inland and connected to these elevation changes
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also the maximum in winter wind speed and SHFLX are shifted more inland. At the flat
area of EEMr1 CC the wind speed drops and less energy reaches the surface through
SHFLX, whereas the opposite (i.e., increase in wind speed and SHFLX) is observed at
NEEM and to a lower degree also at pNEEM and NGRIP. The even smaller and steeper
North Dome in EEMr2 and EEMr3 (Fig. 9a) leads to the same consistent response: at5

CC and NEEM, which are located outside of the ice-sheet margin, wind velocities and
SHFLX are strongly reduced whereas the opposite signal is detected at the ice cores
sites in the summit area, i.e., pNEEM, NGRIP and GRIP, as these regions get closer
to the wind-active ice-sheet margins. The implemented topography in EEMr4 results
in a flatter slope between CC and GRIP (Fig. 9a) and, hence, in lower surface wind10

velocities. However, the EEMr4 DJF SHFLX shows little changes compared to EEMpd
and around pNEEM and NGRIP even an increase in SHFLX. This increased heat input
in form of sensible heat is linked to a strengthening in the local surface temperature
inversion (not shown). The relationship found between SHFLX, surface wind speed,
temperature inversion and the position/slope on the GrIS is summarized and illustrated15

in Fig. 10.
The anomalies in DJF SHFLX in the retreated EEM simulations compared to EEMpd

distinctly influence the DJF Eemian-PI lapse rate corrected SAT signal at each of the
six ice core sites (Fig. 11a). The model simulates almost no temperature change for
EEMpd compared to PI showing that the Greenland winter temperatures in CCSM4 is20

not very sensitive to the Eemian orbital forcing (as explained in Sect. 2.3). In contrast,
the inclusion of a retreated GrIS leads to a substantial change in local SAT. For example
at CC, the decrease in DJF SHFLX for the EEMr2, EEMr3 and EEMr4 simulations
shown in Figs. 8 and 9c results in a strong local cooling of up to −14 ◦C in Fig. 11a.
Consistently, the SHFLX-reduction forced by the decrease in surface winds also lead25

to strong cooling in EEMr2 and EEMr3 at NEEM and in EEMr3 at DYE3, respectively.
In contrast to that, the increase in surface winds leading to a more efficient SHFLX
results in a significant surface warming at the cores near the summit, i.e., pNEEM,
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NGRIP and GRIP, in all Eemian simulations containing a retreated GrIS. At NEEM, we
find a SHFLX-related warming for EEMr1 and EEMr4.

6.2 Summer mechanism

During the summer season we observe a 3–4 ◦C EEMpd-PI warming at all ice core
sites (Fig. 11b), which is related to anomalously high Eemian summer insolation and,5

thus, independent of GrIS topography. The implementation of a reduced GrIS (EEMr1-
EEMr4) can locally enhance the Eemian summer warming. The strongest warming
is found for ice core sites, which become completely ice-free, e.g., CC and NEEM in
EEMr2 (Fig. 9e). Thereby, the deglaciated surface experiences a strong decrease in
summer albedo (Fig. 9f) as all snow is melted in summer at these low elevated sites10

and the exposed tundra vegetation absorbs more SW radiation than ice. The resulting
albedo feedback leads to an additional warming of up to 6 ◦C (see difference between
EEMr3 and EEMpd at NEEM in Fig. 11b). Comparing the transects of ice coverage
and JJA albedo (Fig. 9e and f) we find that any partial or complete reduction in ice
cover results in a decrease in summer albedo. This is not the case for the other sea-15

sons when an extensive snow cover prevents most of this albedo effect (not shown).
Hence the increased warming due to the albedo effect in in the EEMr1-EEMr4 simu-
lations in is limited to the summer season. Apart from changes in the land ice cover,
enhanced summer melting of the snow surface is observed all over the areas at lower
elevations including pNEEM in EEMr2 and EEMr3 (not shown). This surface melting20

process also results in a decrease in local albedo (see pNEEM for EEMr2 in Fig. 9f)
and consequently higher SW absorption as shown for pNEEM in Fig. 8. However this
melting-induced albedo effect is of second order importance compared to the distinct
albedo changes based on changes in the surface type.

In the plateau area, we also find an increased energy input trough SHFLX in the sim-25

ulations with a reduced GrIS (see SHFLX during summer months for pNEEM in Fig. 8).
The additional summer warming at pNEEM, NGRIP and GRIP in the retreated EEM
simulations compared to EEMpd (Fig. 11b), thus, is likely a combination of increased
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SHFLX (related to the winter mechanism described above) and occasionally stronger
SW absorption as the retreated GrIS topographies locally foster stronger surface winds
and surface melting during the summer season. Interestingly, the albedo decrease at
DYE3 in EEMr2 and EEMr3 just results in a small additional warming compared to
EEMpd (Fig. 11b) as the additional surface energy input through SW is compensated5

by a strong loss of surface heat through the turbulent fluxes, namely SHFLX and LHFLX
(not shown).

6.3 Implications for Greenland temperature reconstructions

Our findings suggest that a considerable part of the Eemian Greenland temperature
reconstructions for the Eemian interglacial (based on proxy data) might be influenced10

by contemporary changes in the GrIS topography and accompanied changes in Green-
land’s surface climate, which cannot be explained by the lapse rate change only. The
implementation of different GrIS topographies in the sensitivity simulations result in
a remarkable spread in Eemian-PI lapse rate corrected SAT change (Fig. 11). The
largest spread is found for CC, NEEM and DYE3, which are most affected by the shift15

of the katabatic wind zones and even become ice-free in some simulations. This leads
to a very strong local temperature change compared to EEMpd. However, the GrIS to-
pography also has an impact on the Eemian-PI temperature change at sites which re-
main completely glaciated such as the ice cores sites on the plateau area. For pNEEM,
we find that implementing a reduced GrIS can result in a lapse rate corrected warm-20

ing of up to 3.9 ◦C for DJF, 1.2 ◦C for JJA and 3.2 ◦C in the annual mean, respectively
(indicated with gray shading in Fig. 11). Note that this topography-related SAT signal
is even larger when looking at absolute temperature changes not correcting for the
local elevation changes. Hence for pNEEM we find a strong warming of up to 8 ◦C in
the annual mean not lapse-rate corrected surface temperature. In all simulations with25

a retreated GrIS (EEMr1 to EEMr4) pNEEM’s surface elevation is lower compared to
EEMpd (Fig. 9a) so the “elevation-effect” consequently acts as an additional source of
local warming.
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The Eemian temperature estimate from the NEEM ice core (Dahl-Jensen et al.,
2013) of 8±4 ◦C based on δ18O is corrected for this elevation effect as they use air
content measurements of enclosed bubbles to estimate changes in local surface ele-
vation. However this correction has its limitations as between 127 to 118.3 ka the air
content measurements are affected by surface melt so the air content record for this5

period has been approximated by interpolating the levels from before and after (see
Fig. 4 in their manuscript). Including further strong corrections for changes in local
summer insolation that influence the air content record, they propose a rather smooth
127–118 ka transition of pNEEM’s surface elevation from 210±350 m above present to
130±310 m below present and conclude that the Eemian melting of the GrIS has been10

very moderate. The consequence is a very strong Eemian warming remaining after the
lapse-rate correction performed by Dahl-Jensen et al. (2013) but comparatively little
melting of the GrIS. Note that as described in Sect. 3.1, changes in surface elevation
are closely tied to changes in SAT, hence any underestimation of the surface lowering
at pNEEM during the Eemian results in an overestimation of the lapse rate corrected15

Eemian temperatures.
A moderate reduction of pNEEM’s surface elevation as suggested in Dahl-Jensen

et al. (2013) (maximum 440 m lower than present) is in line with the GrIS implemented
in EEMpd, EEMr1 and EEMr4. However, with these setups we observe only a lapse rate
corrected Eemian-PI annual mean SAT warming at pNEEM of 0.5 ◦C (EEMpd), 2.0 ◦C20

(EEMr1), and 2.2 ◦C (EEMr4), respectively (Fig. 11c) in contrast to the 8±4 ◦C warm-
ing deduced from the NEEM ice core record (Dahl-Jensen et al., 2013). In EEMr2 and
EEMr3 the surface at pNEEM is lowered by 750 m but the smaller GrIS also leads to
a stronger lapse rate corrected Eemian-PI warming of up to 3.7 ◦C (resulting from both,
the winter and summer mechanisms). Hence, our model suggests a much smaller an-25

nual mean Eemian warming compared to the NEEM estimate regardless of the choice
of GrIS topography. However, the modeled Eemian warming is comparable to the δ15N
signal which points at Eemian firn temperatures of 5 ◦C above present values (Dahl-
Jensen et al., 2013, supplementary material). The discrepancy between the δ15N and
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the δ18O estimate has not been assessed so far. Regarding the δ18O estimate, van de
Berg et al. (2013) showed that changes in precipitation seasonality can translate in
changes up to 2 ◦C in the condensation temperature which are unrelated to the annual
mean SAT. Moreover, as the retreated GrIS significantly affects Greenland’s low-level
winds (Fig. 7), the transport route for water vapor to the NEEM site might have been dif-5

ferent for the Eemian compared to present which would also explain anomalous δ18O
signals at NEEM unrelated to the prevailing surface temperatures.

7 Summary and conclusions

Using a comprehensive climate model we have conducted a set of sensitivity experi-
ment to study the influence of a reduced GrIS on the Eemian interglacial climate. Based10

on this set of sensitivity simulations, we have studied in detail the impact of changes
in Greenland’s topography on the local surface climate, particularly on surface temper-
ature, and its relation to changes in atmospheric circulation and the surface energy
balance. The key findings are:

– Greenland’s SAT reacts very sensitively to changes in the GrIS topography, both15

to changes in surface elevation (elevation effect) and to changes in the surface
heat fluxes (climate effect). The SAT sensitivity related to the climate effect has
a very local signature and exhibits a distinct seasonality.

– Changing the GrIS slopes impacts the strength of the (katabatic) surface winds,
which translates into strong lapse rate corrected SAT anomalies through changes20

in the turbulent SHFLX. This effect is mainly dominant in winter but also of impor-
tance during the other seasons.

– Stronger katabatic winds help to warm the surface by breaking up the inversion
layer and enhancing vertical SHFLX.
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– In summer, deglaciated areas and regions at low elevations exposed to substan-
tial surface melting experience a distinct surface warming related to a decrease
in surface albedo.

– Changes in large-scale circulation are negligible according to all sensitivity exper-
iments.5

The results have important implications for the interpretation of Eemian climate re-
constructions based on Greenland proxy archives such as the NEEM ice core. Chang-
ing the GrIS topography acts as a local forcing for Greenland’s climate, whereas the
effect on the climate outside of Greenland is small and mostly negligible. Concerning
the Eemian temperature at pNEEM we find that a smaller GrIS can account for up to10

3.2 ◦C of the Eemian-PI warming. In view of the local nature of the climate effect in our
model, the strong Eemian warming found in NEEM ice (Dahl-Jensen et al., 2013) has
at least partly to be regarded as a local measure rather than interpreting the full magni-
tude as a large-scale climate signal. We also want to point out that the strong Eemian
warming derived from NEEM (8±4 ◦C based on δ18O) can not be reproduced with our15

model using any of the implemented GrIS topographies. The maximum annual mean
Eemian-PI warming simulated for any Greenland region is below 5 ◦C. Our simulations
show a widespread lapse rate corrected summer warming of 4–5 ◦C over Greenland
as previously deduced from Greenland proxy estimates (Anderson et al., 2006) and
conforming with observed melt layers in the NEEM ice core (Dahl-Jensen et al., 2013).20

Note also that Greenland lapse rate corrected temperature estimates deduced from
ice cores strongly rely on a correct estimate of the Eemian surface elevation as an
underestimation of the elevation change can translate in a significant warming signal.
However, our results show that the spatial pattern of Eemian warming over Greenland
has likely been very diverse and in order to gain a complete understanding of Green-25

land’s Eemian climate additional climate reconstructions are needed.
Our results further have two important implications for modeling the Greenland ice

sheet, in particular for the Eemian interglacial. First, the concurrence of the ice margin
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and high turbulent heat fluxes potentially accelerates melting in warmer climates. This
previously disregarded physical mechanism amounts to several tens of Wm−2, com-
parable to the magnitude of seasonal insolation changes due to Milankovitch forcing.
Hence, this finding clearly calls for bi-directional coupling of climate and ice sheet mod-
els. Few of the existing studies employ bi-directional coupling and the ones that do,5

except Helsen et al. (2013), often use climate models of coarse resolution and sim-
plified physics that do not include the regional Greenland winds. Secondly, the strong
increase in reconstructed Eemian surface temperatures at pNEEM is only plausible
with a location of the pNEEM site close to the ice edge, within the katabatic wind belt.
While this constraint is satisfied by several of the simulated ice topographies used in10

this study, it raises the question whether the ice margin approached pNEEM from the
west (EEMr2, EEMr3) or from the north-east (EEMr4). Considering the evidence of
Eemian ice found at Camp Century (Dansgaard et al., 1985), melting from the north-
east appears to be the more likely scenario.

We would like to stress that none of the Eemian ice sheet configurations used in our15

model study leads to a warming at pNEEM by 8±4 ◦C. Moreover, to get the strongest
warming at pNEEM in our model, this site has to be located in the slope area as de-
picted in Fig. 9, enhancing the winter mechanism in our model. This corresponds to our
EEMr2/EEMr3 experiment or a scenario where pNEEM is located even closer to the ice
sheet margin implying a much smaller GrIS and a much lower altitude of the pNEEM20

site contrary to the reconstruction by Dahl-Jensen et al. (2013). Clearly, more detailed
ice sheet modeling studies and improved reconstructions of the altitude changes at
pNEEM are required to solve this contradiction.
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Table 1. List of model simulations and the forcing used in the experiments. Present-day levels
are denoted as pd, pre-industrial levels as pi, respectively. The orbital parameters are calcu-
lated according to Berger (1978). SST and sea ice fields are outputs of corresponding fully-
coupled CCSM3 simulations (see Sect. 2.1 for details). Solar forcing is expressed as total solar
irradiance (TSI) and corresponds to the CCSM4 standard pre-industrial level.

Simulation Orbital parameters SST/sea ice CO2 CH4 N2O TSI Ice sheets
[ppm] [ppb] [ppb] [Wm−2]

PI pd pi 280 760 270 1360.9 pd
EEMpd 125 ka 125 ka 272 622 259 1360.9 pd
EEMr1 125 ka 125 ka 272 622 259 1360.9 Robinson1
EEMr2 125 ka 125 ka 272 622 259 1360.9 Robinson2
EEMr3 125 ka 125 ka 272 622 259 1360.9 Robinson2_noSouth
EEMr4 125 ka 125 ka 272 622 259 1360.9 Born
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Fig. 1. EEMpd−PI SLP [hPa] (shaded) over SAT [◦C] (contour lines with labels) for DJF and JJA. The
contour interval is 1 hPa and the zero line is not shown.

36

Fig. 1. EEMpd-PI SAT [◦C] (shaded) over SLP [hPa] (contour lines with labels) for DJF and JJA.
The contour interval is 1 hPa and the zero line is not shown.
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Fig. 2. Greenland ice sheet margins in the Eemian sensitivity experiments illustrated as contour lines of
10% land ice coverage. The black dots indicate the locations of the ice core sites of Camp Century (CC),
NEEM, NGRIP, GRIP and DYE3. The red dot points at pNEEM, i.e., the supposed deposition site of
Eemian ice found in the NEEM ice core according to Dahl-Jensen et al. (2013).

Fig. 3. Greenland ice sheet topographies implemented in the perturbed Eemian simulations EEMr1-
EEMr4. Elevation changes from the present-day mask (as used in EEMpd) are shaded [m] and the
absolute surface elevation is shown in contour lines (contour interval is 500 m). The red scale quantifies
the equivalent SAT change in terms of lapse rate (+0.65 ◦C per 100 m decrease in surface elevation). The
dots indicate the ice core sites listed in Fig. 2.

37

Fig. 2. Greenland ice sheet margins in the Eemian sensitivity experiments illustrated as contour
lines of 10 % land ice coverage. The black dots indicate the locations of the ice core sites of
Camp Century (CC), NEEM, NGRIP, GRIP and DYE3. The red dot points at pNEEM, i.e., the
supposed deposition site of Eemian ice found in the NEEM ice core according to Dahl-Jensen
et al. (2013).
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Fig. 2. Greenland ice sheet margins in the Eemian sensitivity experiments illustrated as contour lines of
10% land ice coverage. The black dots indicate the locations of the ice core sites of Camp Century (CC),
NEEM, NGRIP, GRIP and DYE3. The red dot points at pNEEM, i.e., the supposed deposition site of
Eemian ice found in the NEEM ice core according to Dahl-Jensen et al. (2013).

Fig. 3. Greenland ice sheet topographies implemented in the perturbed Eemian simulations EEMr1-
EEMr4. Elevation changes from the present-day mask (as used in EEMpd) are shaded [m] and the
absolute surface elevation is shown in contour lines (contour interval is 500 m). The red scale quantifies
the equivalent SAT change in terms of lapse rate (+0.65 ◦C per 100 m decrease in surface elevation). The
dots indicate the ice core sites listed in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 3. Greenland ice sheet topographies implemented in the perturbed Eemian simulations
EEMr1-EEMr4. Elevation changes from the present-day mask (as used in EEMpd) are shaded
[m] and the absolute surface elevation is shown in contour lines (contour interval is 500 m).
The red scale quantifies the equivalent SAT change in terms of lapse rate (+0.65 ◦C per 100 m
decrease in surface elevation). The dots indicate the ice core sites listed in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 4. SAT anomalies [◦C] from EEMpd in the perturbed Eemian simulations EEMr1-EEMr4 over and
around Greenland for DJF and JJA. The dots indicate the ice core sites listed in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 4. SAT anomalies [◦C] from EEMpd in the perturbed Eemian simulations EEMr1-EEMr4
over and around Greenland for DJF and JJA. The dots indicate the ice core sites listed in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 5. Lapse rate corrected SAT anomalies [◦C] from EEMpd in the perturbed Eemian simulations
EEMr1-EEMr4 over Greenland for DJF and JJA. Black isolines denote the ice sheet surface elevation
(500 m contour interval) in the corresponding simulation. Stippling denotes significant temperature
anomalies at the 5% level based on t-test statistics. The dots indicate the ice core sites listed in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 5. Lapse rate corrected SAT anomalies [◦C] from EEMpd in the perturbed Eemian sim-
ulations EEMr1-EEMr4 over Greenland for DJF and JJA. Black isolines denote the ice sheet
surface elevation (500 m contour interval) in the corresponding simulation. Stippling denotes
significant temperature anomalies at the 5 % level based on t test statistics. The dots indicate
the ice core sites listed in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 6. DJF and JJA SLP [hPa] in EEMpd and EEMr3. Shading denotes absolute SLP in EEMpd, contour
lines the EEMr3−EEMpd SLP and stippling where these anomalies are significant at the 5% level based
on t-test statistics. The contour interval is 0.5 hPa and the zero line is not shown. Note also that SLP
values are omitted over Greenland to avoid artifacts emerging from the implemented changes in the GrIS
topography.
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Fig. 6. DJF and JJA SLP [hPa] in EEMpd and EEMr3. Shading denotes absolute SLP in
EEMpd, contour lines the EEMr3−EEMpd SLP and stippling where these anomalies are signif-
icant at the 5 % level based on t test statistics. The contour interval is 0.5 hPa and the zero line
is not shown. Note also that SLP values are omitted over Greenland to avoid artifacts emerging
from the implemented changes in the GrIS topography.
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Fig. 7. DJF and JJA Greenland surface wind field (taken at the lowest terrain-following model level) in
the Eemian simulations. The vector length scales with the wind velocity [m/s]. The shading denotes the
local surface elevation (500 m contour interval).
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Fig. 7. DJF and JJA Greenland surface wind field (taken at the lowest terrain-following model
level) in the Eemian simulations. The vector length scales with the wind velocity [ms−1]. The
shading denotes the local surface elevation (500 m contour interval).
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Fig. 8. Annual cycle of surface heat fluxes [W/m2] at Camp Century (CC, top) and pNEEM (bottom).
The sign convention is positive into the surface. Note that EEMr3 is not shown as it is basically the same
as EEMr2 as these two simulations include the same GrIS topography and surface conditions at the CC
and pNEEM locations.
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Fig. 8. Annual cycle of surface heat fluxes [Wm−2] at Camp Century (CC, top) and pNEEM
(bottom). The sign convention is positive into the surface. Note that EEMr3 is not shown as it is
basically the same as EEMr2 as these two simulations include the same GrIS topography and
surface conditions at the CC and pNEEM locations.
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Fig. 9. Profiles of surface a) elevation [m], b) DJF wind speed [m/s] and c) DJF SHFLX [W/m2], e) ice
coverage and f) JJA albedo along a transect shown in d) in all Eemian simulations. The transect connects
the ice core sites of Camp Century (CC), NEEM, pNEEM, NGRIP, GRIP and DYE3 from North to
South. The black stars in a) indicate the present-day elevations of the ice core sites in real-world. Bars
in e) show which part of the transect is covered by land ice whereby partly transparent filling indicates
partial ice coverage and opaque filling indicates complete ice coverage.
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Fig. 9. Profiles of surface (a) elevation [m], (b) DJF wind speed [ms−1] and (c) DJF SHFLX
[Wm−2], (e) ice coverage and (f) JJA albedo along a transect shown in (d) in all Eemian sim-
ulations. The transect connects the ice core sites of Camp Century (CC), NEEM, pNEEM,
NGRIP, GRIP and DYE3 from North to South. The black stars in (a) indicate the present-day
elevations of the ice core sites in real-world. Bars in (e) show which part of the transect is cov-
ered by land ice whereby partly transparent filling indicates partial ice coverage and opaque
filling indicates complete ice coverage.
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Fig. 10. Schematic overview of the sensitive winter processes driving Greenland’s surface temperatures
as a function of the position and slope on the GrIS. Blue arrows indicate the surface wind velocities,
orange arrows the downward SHFLX, the curly vectors the amount of turbulence, and the red lines the
vertical temperature profile, respectively. Deglaciated areas are characterized by very weak surface winds
and turbulence prohibiting an efficient SHFLX and resulting in very strong temperature inversion. Slope
areas encounter strong surface winds due to the katabatic forcing, inducing strong turbulence and an
efficient SHFLX eventually resulting in relatively warm surface temperatures and a weak inversion layer.
The plateau area depicts a somewhat intermediate state with moderate strength in all shown parameters.
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Fig. 10. Schematic overview of the sensitive winter processes driving Greenland’s surface tem-
peratures as a function of the position and slope on the GrIS. Blue arrows indicate the surface
wind velocities, orange arrows the downward SHFLX, the curly vectors the amount of turbu-
lence, and the red lines the vertical temperature profile, respectively. Deglaciated areas are
characterized by very weak surface winds and turbulence prohibiting an efficient SHFLX and
resulting in very strong temperature inversion. Slope areas encounter strong surface winds due
to the katabatic forcing, inducing strong turbulence and an efficient SHFLX eventually resulting
in relatively warm surface temperatures and a weak inversion layer. The plateau area depicts
a somewhat intermediate state with moderate strength in all shown parameters.
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Fig. 11. Eemian lapse rate corrected SAT anomalies [◦C] with respect to pre-industrial (PI) for a) DJF,
b) JJA and c) annual mean at Camp Century (CC), NEEM, pNEEM, NGRIP, GRIP and DYE3. The gray
bar in the pNEEM row indicates the spread among the EEM simulations whereas the red star indicates
the NEEM temperature estimate from Dahl-Jensen et al. (2013). The positions of the ice core sites are
shown in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 11. Eemian lapse rate corrected SAT anomalies [◦C] with respect to pre-industrial (PI) for
(a) DJF, (b) JJA and (c) annual mean at Camp Century (CC), NEEM, pNEEM, NGRIP, GRIP
and DYE3. The gray bars in the pNEEM row indicate the spread among the EEM simulations
whereas the red star indicates the NEEM temperature estimate from Dahl-Jensen et al. (2013).
The positions of the ice core sites are shown in Fig. 2.
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